
1.  Our magnetic door system fulfills the need for fully 
enclosed, yet fully accessible, cleaning and

waste facilities - on hand, yet not on view.

2. Full, big capacity mopping and waste systems, to be 
selected as required, to suit

different applications.

3. Provision for detaching and attaching 
the mopping and waste unit as, 
more often than not, they are 
best used independently and only 
reattached for transit purposes. 

4. A wide range of additional 
facilities to increase the 

versatility of the system.

5. The ability to rearrange 
facilities and attachments 

at anytime to respond to 
changing needs and changing 
locations.

The NuClean AT System is 
based on 5 major factors:
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NuClean AT AT ‘All -Terrain’ model NuClean AT

Model Waste Pails Drawers Mop kit Dimensions
NC3000AT 120L/2x70L 3x5L 3x9L - 425x660x960mm
NC4000AT - 3x5L 4x9L, 4x15L - 665x660x1055mm
NCK100AT - - - BK3 665x660x960mm
NCK200AT - - - BK2 665x660x960mm

EcoDry Specifications

Better by design...
NC-3000AT
with
NCK-200AT

NC-4000AT

NC-3000AT

The NuClean AT units are designed with giant 8”, 
soft ride, heavy duty castors to aid movement in 
uneven terrain but can only be used together with 
onboard attachments, not the detachable system.

One of the exceptional features of all 
NuClean units is the double sided, fast acting 
magnetic door system. This allows full and 
easy access from both sides at any time.
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NCK-200AT

Detachable Wide
Press 22/18 litre
Mopping Unit.
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NuClean AT
NC300AT and NC4000AT, highly compact professional 
cleaning system, available in 4 individual styles:  
NC-3000,  
NC-4000 and  
NC-3000AT,  
NC-4000AT.

A choice of two full mopping units  
and additional waste systems.

With a range of 4 ‘Lock 
on’ detachable modules for 
the NCs and 5 ‘Onboard’ 
attachments for both the 
NCs and the ATs, providing 
exceptional versatility and 
practicality in a single design 
concept.

A major advantage of the NuClean system is 
the easily detachable, and conversely attachable, 
professional, independent mopping units able to be 
used in either mode but with added manoeuvrability 
and usability in detached operation - especially in 
congested areas.

The NuClean attachment and detachment system is 
simplicity itself but by the unique interlocking design 
each arrangement is exceptionally stable and robust,  
be it in the attached or detached mode.

Available in 2 master 
modules, the NC-3000 
with enclosed 120L pedal 
waste and storage, or  
NC-4000 with full  
storage if required.

Xtra Twin 5-Litre  
Pails with BioBox Kit 
NCK-900 allows additional  
pails and a 30-litre BioBox  
waste unit to be fitted.

   MopMatic Kits 
Single (NCK600) or Twin 
(NCK700), the MopMatic MopBox 
system provides up to 20/24  
    pre-impregnated mop heads  
     allowing controlled coverage  
    of extensive areas without mop 
    and bucket facilities.

‘Onboard’ Kits...
     SprayMop Mopping Kit 
The SprayMop kit NCK-800 is an  
exceptional spot cleaning system  
with all the benefits of Nylostrip  
cleaning performance and builtin  
pump-action reservoir for the  
chosen cleaning preparation.

Detachable Vertical
22-litre Mopping Unit.

NCK-100AT

NC-3000AT  
with NCK-100AT

120L Waste Kit 
The NCK-500 compact 120L  
‘Onboard’ waste module.

NCK-500

NCK-900

NCK-600

NC-3000AT NC-4000AT

So simple - On and Off with ease...

NCK-800
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